Introduction
Nanocomposite materials consisting of noble-metal colloids in polymer matrices have a huge potential for applications as surface coatings [1] [2] [3] , for biomedical devices as implants 4, 5 or drug delivery 6, 7 , and in optoelectronic devices 8, 9 . The collective excitation of electrons at the colloid-surface determines the characteristic (optical) properties of these materials 10, 11 . These localized surface Plasmons (LSPs) have been subject to extended theoretical modelling [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] and experimental investigations 10, 11, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Studies have e.g. investigated the influence of surface modifications 22 , and of the embedding media 10, 23 on the LSP properties. In particular the sensitivity of the LSP to the dielectric properties of the environment is highly relevant for applications, like the fabrication of extremely precise sensors [24] [25] [26] [27] Layer-by-layer (LbL) deposition is an increasingly popular technique for the directed assembly of high quality polymer thin-films with colloid inclusions 16, 22 . It provides an ultra-low cost fabrication technique for forming highly robust composites based on the electrostatic interaction of polyelectrolyte polymers 12 . Unlike conventional nanocomposites these LbL-films are highly homogenous and allow a very precise control of the layer-thickness 12, 13 . These films are therefore an ideal candidate for the fabrication of low-cost high quality nanocomposites. Effective medium theories, like the Maxwell-Garnett Effective Medium (MGEM) describe the dielectric-function of plasmonic nanocomposites 10, [28] [29] [30] . Strictly speaking, the applicability of MGEM is confined to inclusions in a homogeneous matrix materials. In case of ultra-thin LbL-films where the thickness of the polymer matrix is in the range of the size of the metal inclusions, this assumption might not be fulfilled. As in this case the plasmon excitation extends outside the film, the dielectric surrounding effectively consists of two phases: the polymer matrix and the outside environment. For a correct prediction of the plasmon behavior in these materials, elaborated numerical simulations are commonly used even for simple particle geometries 14, 15, 31, 32 However, in many situations, a fast procedure to approximate the plasmon resonance of these films would be of great advantage. This perspectives article presents an LbL fabrication technique for preparing nanocomposite films and discusses the optical properties of these films. Among the various LbL-techniques that have been developed in the past 16 , we focus on the popular spin-assisted LbL deposition technique 17 for the fabrication of thin-film nanocomposites. We provide detailed instructions on its use to fabricate composites of gold nanoparticle and polyelectrolyte multilayers.
In the second part of this article, we discuss the behavior of the LSPs that determine the optical properties of these nanocomposites. By evaluating the LSP resonance position by employing the MGEM theory, we show that the dielectric function of gold nanoparticles differs from the values for bulk gold. Moreover, we discuss films for which the environment cannot be approximated as homogenous material. The spatial range of the LSP is analyzed by successively covering the nanoparticles with polyelectrolyte layers. We then present an analytical procedure that allows us to approximate the spectral position of the LSP resonance for particles that are either partly sunken into a polymer matrix or covered by thin polymer films. Finally, we compare the different behavior of the LSP depending on weather the metal Scheme 1: Schematic illustration of layer-by-layer deposition. A negative charged polyelectrolyte (e.g. PSS) binds to a positive charged surface (a, b). Due to washing, the remaining counterions (Na+, Cl-) are removed and additional bonds are formed (c). In ionic solution, some bonds break up (d) and a positive charged polyelectrolyte (e.g. PAH) can adsorb (e). After washing and reformation of bonds (f) the process can be continued with the first step.
inclusion are gold nano-spheres (GNS) or gold nano-rods (GNR). The analysis is based on a thorough experimental characterization of the dielectric function of the polyelectrolytes by ellipsometry, the shape of the particles by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and the embedding of the particles atomic force microscopy (AFM).
Assembly of Colloid-Polyelectrolyte Nanocomposites
From its invention LbL-deposition was closely related to colloidal nanoparticles. It was originally introduced by Iler et al., who used it for assembling multilayers of charged colloidal particles in the 1960s 18 . Subsequently, the method was extended to include single molecules and polyelectrolytes in the following years 19, 20, 22, 33 . In this section we discuss the fabrication details of gold/polymer nanocomposites materials. It is intended to give the reader a "cooking recipe" for the layer-by-layer assembly of polyelectrolyte multilayers and gold nanoparticles.
Principles of Polyelectrolyte Layer-by-Layer Deposition
Polyelectrolytes combine the structure of a polymer with the electrostatic properties of an electrolyte. They consist of a linear or cross-linked backbone and charged side chains. In the dissolved state the side-chains are neutralized by Na + and Cl -counter-ions (extrinsic charge compensation). In the presence of an additional oppositely charged polymer-surface, charge compensation by polymer-polymer bonding (intrinsic charge compensation) competes with the extrinsic compensation by counter-ions (Scheme 1 a-c). In order to increase the total system entropy, the intrinsic bonding releases the small ions that were electrostatically bound to the polymer. Intrinsic compensation is preferred and the polymer fully adsorbs to the surface. The resulting double-layer (DL) is electrically neutral. To adsorb additional layers, polyelectrolyte layer overcompensation is necessary (Scheme 1 d-f). Adding additional NaCl to the solution shifts the equilibrium somewhat to extrinsic bonding. The additional Na + and Cl -ions break up a part of the polyanion-polycation bonds, which results in a swelling of the film 14 . The unbound side chains provide the excess surface charge required for the adsorption of the next layer. Rinsing the completed sample with pure water releases the remaining ions and leads to the formation of a firm multi-layer system. As each adsorption step comes along with a swelling of the film and a rearrangement of the polymer chains, very smooth film surfaces can be obtained and a pronounced self-healing effect of layer defects was observed 16 .
Different fabrication methods implementing LbL exist 16, 17, 34, 35 . The most common are: dip-coating 34 , spray-coating 36 or spinassisted 17 LbL deposition. The physical process described before is the identical for all three methods. However, from a technological perspective they have different advantages and disadvantages. As process for surface treatment, dip-and spraycoating are most suitable for objects with arbitrary shaped, nonplanar surfaces. For applications on flat surfaces, spin-assisted LbL is much faster than dip-or spray coating. Moreover, it only needs a very low amount of solution. The layer properties depend on the fabrication method, since parameters as concentration and immersion time vary 35, 37 .
The thickness of one DL, consisting of two oppositely charged polyelectrolytes, is in the range of a few nanometers. Thus, these structures are applicable to build multilayers with a precisely tunable thickness. In principle, there is no limit to the layer number. We fabricated samples of several hundred DLs and multilayer systems of more than 1000 layers were reported 21 . 4 (c = 0.005 wt.) is heated to the boiling point. When citrate solution is added under continuous stirring, the color of the mixture turns to blue, indicating a nucleation of gold atoms. After several minutes, mono-dispersed particles form, while the color of the solution turns to dark red. The particle size depends on the amount of the sodium citrate. In general, a higher citrate concentration yields a smaller particle size 39, 40 . This procedure was first proposed by Hauser and Lynn in 1940 38 and realized some years later by Turkevich et al. 41 With slight modifications, it is still in use. Nowadays, commercial suppliers (e.g. Sigma-Aldrich) produce good quality GNS that can be used as received. GNSs fabricated with this procedure have a negatively charged shell of citrate, so they adsorb to positively charged layers of PEI or PAH. If their adsorption to the polymer is weak, the addition of diluted HCl solution may help. Decreasing the pH value causes the protonation of NH 2 -groups of the PAH. This in turn enhances the electrostatic attraction between these groups of the PAH and the COOH-group of the citrate particle shell. After the seed and growth solutions are mixed together the particles grow within several hours. More details of this recipe for the fabrication of GNRs were published by Yang et al. 42 .
NANO-RODS:
It should be noted, that only CTAB solutions from certain suppliers yield good results for the synthesis. This was examined by Smith et al., who found indications that a contamination of the CTAB with iodine is necessary for the successful growth of GNRs 43 .
The optical properties of GNRs are related to their aspect ratio 10, 44 . To tune the latter, glutathione can be selectively bound to the ends of the GNRs 42 . When exposed to the growth solution, the particle thickness increases whereas the glutathione prevents the growth in the length direction.
GNRs fabricated as described here are stabilized by a shell of CTAB molecules. Since CTAB is an amphiphilic molecule, these particles are difficult to incorporate into LbL films. Their applicability for LbL can be increased by coating the particles with one monolayer of PSS prior to the deposition. To do so, a solution of PSS (0.2% wt, 0.01 M NaCl) has to be added dropwise to the GNR solution under continuous stirring. The coated GNRs are separated from the remaining CTAB and PSS by double centrifugation of the solution. The PSS-coated particles are negatively charged and adsorb to layers of PEI or PAH. Figure 1 shows SEM pictures of three types of GNR with different aspect ratios fabricated in our laboratories. Figure 2 display the size distribution evaluated from the SEM images in Figure 1 for all three rod types. Clearly, the distribution becomes broader for particles with a higher aspect ratio ܴ = ‫.ܤ/ܣ‬ Table 1 summarizes the average particle length and diameter as well as the aspect ratio. Because the interaction between metal-particles changes their electrical behavior, preventing particle clusters is crucial in order to obtain nanocomposites with controllable optical properties. Nanocomposites are thus best fabricated with low packing densities of the incorporated particles. 
Spin-Assisted Layer-by-Layer Deposition
Spin-assisted layer-by-layer deposition is the fastest method to produce polyelectrolyte multilayers on a flat sample. Here we describe the fabrication of PSS/PAH multilayer films, incorporating different types of gold nanoparticles by spin assisted LbL. For optical experiments, fused silica discs (e.g. Ted Pella Inc.) with 1 inch diameter are ideal substrates for the nanocomposites. The substrates are cleaned by immersion in peroxymonosulfuricacid ("piranha solution": 50% H 2 O 2 , 50% H 2 SO 4 , warning: mixture will become hot and is a strongly oxidizing acid) prior to their use. After 30 minutes, it is rinsed with purified water and dried in nitrogen air flow. On one hand, this treatment removes organic remains from the substrate. More importantly, the strong acid adds OH groups and negative In order to form polyelectrolyte multilayers, PSS (Poly(sodium 4-styrenesulfonate), M w ~70,000, e.g. Sigma-Aldrich) and PAH (poly(allylamine hydrochloride), M w ~58,000, e.g. SigmaAldrich) layers are alternatingly deposited, in the same manner as described for PEI. It is important that the aqueous PSS and PAH solutions (c = 0.1% wt.) contain NaCl with a concentration of 1 mol/l, to guarantee charge overcompensation. Now the washing step is even more crucial, as it additionally prevents the crystallization of NaCl. Depending on humidity and temperature, a double-layer of PSS/PAH (DL) can be assembled every 60 seconds. Speeding up the preparation by skipping the drying step leads to a very rough film surface, due to the formation of aggregates of PSS and PAH. We determined the thickness for one double-layer PSS/PAH by AFM, ellipsometry, and X-ray reflectivity measurements to be around 2.5 nm. The dielectric function of such a film, as determined by ellipsometry, is plotted in Figure 5a . To incorporate gold nanoparticles into the polymer matrix, a layer of PSS is simply replaced by a layer of particles. However, the low concentration of the GNS suspension and the weak surface charges of the particles complicate a spin-assisted deposition. Therefore, a technique similar to dip-coating has to be applied. The spin-coater is halted and the sample is completely covered with GNS suspension. Depending on the surface charge of the particles and the desired packing density, the adsorbing process lasts from several tens of minutes up to hours. The total immersion time, together with the concentration of the suspension, determines the in-plane packing density of the final film 16 . Due to their cover with PSS, the GNRs adsorb much faster. A spin-assisted deposition is possible, but the packing density increases with additional immersion time. Figure 3 shows a typical AFM topography measurement of spin-casted GNR type 1 adsorbed on PAH with a total immersion time of 30 min. The effective height of the GNRs type 1 was around 10 nm, indicating that the particles were sunk 6 nm into the underlying polymer. Similarly, GNRs type 2 and 3 had a sinking depth of 5 nm and 3 nm, respectively, while the GNSs had a sinking depth of 2 nm. The particle density in all cases was approximately 30 particles per µm².
Maxwell-Garnett Effective Medium Theory
Scheme 2: Displacement of electrons due to an external field. For particles that are smaller than the wavelength, the field can be assumed as homogeneous.
The particular optical characteristics of nanoparticle composites originate from the collective oscillation of the particles' valence electrons, the localized surface plasmon (LSP) 10, 11 . The electromagnetic field of a light-wave impinging on a metal nanoparticle displaces the quasi-free electrons and generates charged regions at the surface of the formerly neutral particle. If the particle dimension is smaller than the wavelength of light inside the particle material (< 100 nm for visible light), all electrons are deflected into the same direction. The Coulomb-forces between the oppositely charged surfaces present an effective restoring force and, consequently, an oscillating dipole is formed. The resonance condition for the dipole, or LSP resonance, is given if the macroscopic oscillating polarization of the dipole is in resonance with the incoming light. This resonance condition can be expressed in terms of the dielectric function, ε, of the particle, which presents a measure for its polarizability. The mathematical expression for the resonance condition depends on the precise geometry 10 and will be discussed later in this article. Additionally, the electric field of the displaced charges on the metal particle polarizes the medium surrounding the particle (Scheme 2), which in turn modifies the restoring forces of the LSP dipole. The position of the LSP resonance is therefore determined not only by the dielectric function of the particle but also by the dielectric function of the environment. As a result, the LSP resonance frequency undergoes a bathochromic shift if the dielectric-function of the environment increases. This sensi-tivity to subtle changes of the environment is a technologically very interesting property, e.g. for the use in highly sensitive sensors on a single molecule level [24] [25] [26] [27] . The optical properties of a single nano-sphere, including the LSP resonance, can be calculated analytically by Gustav Mie`s theory for spherical colloids 43, 45 . Predicting the properties of nanocomposites is more difficult, as both the dielectric functions of the matrix, ε m , and of the inclusions, ε inc , as well as the distribution of particles have to be taken into account. In this context effective-medium theories try to describe optical properties of the composite material by a single complex dielectric function, ε eff , or complex index of refraction ñ eff = n eff + i·κ eff 10,11,29,46 . In the following we describe how to employ the Maxwell-Garnet effective medium (MGEM) theory to nanocomposites including spherical or rod-like colloids and what information about the particle environment can be extracted from it. We note that these considerations are strictly valid only for small particles (≤ 100nm). For larger particles additional multipole contributions and retardation effects must be taken into account 10 . 
MGEM for Nano-spheres:
A considerable number of effective-medium theories exist in literature, taking into account different geometries of the particles and the compositions of the material 10, 29, 30 . The MGEM describes the dielectric function of composite materials with sub-wavelength spherical inclusions in an embedding homogeneous medium. It uses a formula similar to the ClausiusMossotti relation to calculate the effective dielectric function ε eff of a medium containing diluted particles with a volume filling factor f:
1)
This formula was originally developed for small filling factors (f < 0.01). However experimental studies proved that the errors in the description of high filling factor composites by MGEM are minimal 10, 47 .
In the case of the ultrathin nanocomposites discussed in the first section of this article, ε inc = ε Au for the GNS and ε m = ε poly for the PAH/PSS polyelectrolyte matrix. The resonance condition for the LSP occurs if real part of the denominator in equation 1 vanishes (ε Au = -2ε m ), giving rise to a local maximum of the real and imaginary part of ε eff . The imaginary component of the dielectric function keeps ε eff finite, because it prevents the resonance denominator from approaching zero. The factor 2 in the denominator of equation 1 describes the geometrical form of the spherical particles. Due to their spherical symmetry only one dipole LSP resonance occurs for GNS. For non-spherical particles on the other hand the geometrical factor has to be replaced by a more complex expression, which gives rise to more than one LSP 10, 44 . (Figure 4a ) and reflection spectra R(λ) (Figure 4b ) of a nanocomposite containing particles with 20 nm diameter and a filling factor of 0.025, as well as the absorption spectra A(λ) calculated from this data (Figure 4c ). The spectra show samples with an increasing number of polyelectrolyte double-layers on top of the particles. For uncovered GNS the LSP resonance occurs at 521 nm, while fully embedded particles have their absorption maximum at 534 nm. In the latter case, by evaluating the zero point of the denominator in equation 1, one can determine either ε m , ε inc , or the LSP resonance wavelength, λ c , if each of the other two values is known. Figure 5 shows the real and imaginary part of ε Au, bulk as published by Johnson & Christy 48 (Figure 5b ), as well as the real part of ε poly for 50 double-layers of PSS/PAH measured by ellipsometry (Figure 5a ). The open circle in Figure 5 (see also the inset of Figure 5 ) represents the value for ε Au, bulk = 2·ε m in the case of fully embedded GNS as predicted from the measured λ c and ε Au,bulk . The value of ε m = 2.42 obtained this way differs by approximately 2% from the value for the polymer matrix directly measured by ellipsometry of ε ploy = 2.47. This discrepancy is not caused by measurement uncertainties, but by the inaccurate use of ε Au,bulk in the calculation. Since the interatomic distance at surfaces is larger than in the bulk, the density of free electrons at surfaces is lower than in the bulk of the material. Small particles mainly consist of surface atoms. Consequently, their overall reduced electron concentration slightly shifts ε GNS towards zero compared to ε Au,bulk . Therefore, we tool the ellipsometric values and ε ploy the measured λ c to determine the modified dielectric function of nanoparticles ε GNS . As a cross-check we determined ε GNS at a second wavelength, by measuring the resonance of the same GNSs in distilled water (ε aqu = 1.78) 49 . With about 18%, the discrepancy between ε Au,bulk and the measured ε GNS is even more pronounced in this case. As the dielectric function of gold is almost linear between both measured wavelengths, we used a linear interpolation (orange lines in Figure 5 ) between these values as new ε GNS (λ). The large deviation of the resulting ε GNS from ε Au,bulk towards lower wavelength, ultimately confirms that the observed difference between both cannot be caused by simple measurement uncertainties.
Figure 4 presents typical transmission T(λ)

MGEM for Nano-rods:
Equation 1 is valid only for spherical particles. For spheroidal (i.e. rod-shaped) particles, the spherical symmetry is lifted in the spatial direction of its major (or long) axes. As a result the LSPR splits into two distinct resonances correlated to the major (longitudinal LSP) and minor (transverse LSP) axes. In this case, the shape factor 2 in the denominator of equation 1 has to be replaced by a more complex expression u i that differs for each of the principal axes ݅ = ‫,ܣ‬ ‫,ܤ‬ ‫.ܥ‬ The LSP occurs, when the condition 10, 44 ,
is fulfilled. The geometrical factors ‫ܩ‬ take into account the different geometries of the particle along its principle axis. A separate LSPR might occur for each principle axis (see sketches in Figure 6c ). Nano-rods can be approximated as prolate spheroids, for which the two transverse axes ‫,ܤ(‬ ‫)ܥ‬ are identical while the longitudinal axis ‫)ܣ(‬ is elongated with respect to the others. In this case, the geometrical factors are 10, 34 :
Here ݁ = ඥ1 − ‫ݎ/1‬ ଶ it the eccentricity of the spheroid, while r is the aspect-ratio of the major (A) towards the minor axes (B, C). GNR spectra have two LSPs as the transverse resonances corresponding to the B and C axis are degenerate, while the longitudinal resonance, corresponding to the A axis, is shifted to lower energies. The LSPs of single GNRs are polarized along its major and minor axis, respectively. However, in most practical nanocomposites the rods are oriented statistically and both resonances are observed independently from the polarization of the incident light. 15%) from the values for ε poly directly measured by ellipsometry. We therefore determined a corrected ε GNR using the same procedure described for GNS. Figure 5 shows the corrected ε GNR for all three types of rods. Interestingly, the deviation of ε GNR from ε Au,bulk depends on the size of the rod. For larger particles, ε GNR strives towards ε Au,bulk . This observation affirms the interpretation of lower electron densities for small gold nanoparticles as source of the modification of ε Au in this case. 
Spatial Range of Localized Surface Plasmons
Covering nanoparticles by polyelectrolyte DLs, shifts the resonances to longer wavelength (indicated by the arrows in Figure  4 and Figure 6 ). With increasing cover layer thicknesses the effective epsilon of the environment, ε env , increases from the value for air ε air = 1 to the value for the polymer ε poly = 2.47. The change in ε env subsequently causes a red-shift of the LSP resonance. As LbL allows the deposition of very homogenous layers, the resonance layer shift versus the cover layer thickness can be used to determine the effective range of the LSP excitation. The intensity of the LSP near-field decays with 1/r 6 10,11 . The environment in close vicinity to the particle is therefore more strongly polarized by the LSP than the wider environment. Therefore, each successive layer deposited onto the particles influences the LSP of the particle less. Finally, changes of the dielectric environment far away from the particle do not
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influence the LSP absorption and the modification of the LSP resonance saturates for large cover thicknesses. Thus, measuring the saturation allows us to determine an effective range of the LSP excitation. The samples used in Figure 4 and Figure 6 were structured according to the layer sequence [(PSS/PAH) 8 Au(PAH/PSS) n ], where n is the number of DLs. The total cover layer thickness is hence d n = n·d DL , with an average DL thickness of d DL = 2.5nm as mentioned above. The structure of the nanocomposites was identical for spherical ( Figure 4 ) and rod-like ( Figure 6 ) inclusions. All optical spectra were obtained as follows: We collected the transmission T(λ) and the reflection spectrum R(λ) using a spectrometer equipped with an Ulbricht sphere (Agilent Technologies Cary 5000) and subsequently calculated the absorption by A(λ) = 1 -T(λ) -R(λ). T(λ) was measured at normal incidence and R(λ) at an angle of 3° 20'. Moreover, both spectra were corrected for the weak diffuse scattering (< 1 %) of the particles. For the discussion of the influence of the dielectric matrix on the LSP resonance, we extracted the resonance shift ∆λ from the absorption spectra by a Gaussian fit to the respective plasmon absorption bands. In the case of GNRs, transverse and longitudinal peaks were evaluated separately. GOLD NANO-SPHERES: Figure 7c presents ∆λ versus the cover thickness d n for GNSs with 20 nm diameter. At low d n ∆λ increased rapidly with increasing d n . On the other hand, at high d n both parameters converged towards a saturation value. The thickness, at which the transition between both behaviors occurs, corresponds to the effective range of the LSP. We evaluated the transition point d sat by fitting the data points with a generic sixth order polynomic function (A-B/r 6 ) corresponding to the decay of the electric near-field intensity of the particle. Here, A is a saturation asymptote and B is an arbitrary fitting parameter. The saturation thicknesses were chosen at the position where ∆λ reaches 95% of the upper bound A. The results are presented in Figure 7 . GOLD NANO-RODS: In the case of GNRs, one has to distinguish between transverse (minor particle axis) and longitudinal (major axis) LSP resonances. Figure 7b shows the evaluation of ∆λ versus d n for the transverse LSP of GNRs with three different aspect ratios. Figure 7a depicts the evaluation of the corresponding longitudinal LSP. Qualitatively, both LSPs showed the same saturation behavior we reported for GNSs. Quantitatively the total shift ∆λ tot between the uncovered and the fully covered GNRs was much more pronounced for the longitudinal LSPs (85 -110 nm) than for the transverse LSPs (3 -17 nm) . The transverse LSP shift moreover approximately matched ∆λ observed for the GNS and saturated for a cover thickness comparable to the particles diameter. The more pronounced longitudinal LSP shift on the other hand saturated around 20 nm, irrespective of the precise particle dimensions.
Effective Dielectric Function of Nanocomposites with a TwoPhase Matrix
The Maxwell-Garnett theory describes the LSP of a dispersion of nanoparticles in a homogeneous dielectric medium 30 . If, however, the medium surrounding the particles is thinner than the LSP interaction distance, d sat , as introduced in the last section, we cannot speak any longer of a homogeneous medium, as the polyelectrolyte matrix does not fully screen the particle from the wider environment (i.e. air). The correct LSP behavior in this case could be determined by extensive numerical calculations using finite-elements or distribute-dipole approaches 14, 15, 31, 32 .
Here we follow a simpler approach. We show that the LSP resonance wavelength can be calculated using MGEM, if one assumes that the two-phase medium surrounding the particles forms a homogeneous environment with an effective ε m between ε poly and ε air 23 .
As noted earlier in this article, the polarization of the environment by the LSP reacts back on the LSP itself and shifts the resonance frequency. In the case of heterogeneous media, polarizations of different media contribute to the effective over-all polarization of the environment. In the linear optical regime, thus for low light intensities, the fields caused by the polarization of the different materials simply add up. We therefore estimated ε m by calculating a weighted average of the dielectric functions ε poly and ε env , according to:
The weighting factor, x, reflects the relative influence of the polyelectrolyte on the LSP resonance. From a physical point of view, an LSP is characterized by an electrical near-field originating at the nanoparticle surface and decaying into the material on both sides. The (induced) polarization of the surrounding medium, given by the dielectric function, modifies the electric field strength and therefore the LSP resonance wavelength. If the electric near-field of the particle is known, the relative influence of the two phases can be determined by calculating the volume integral over the electrical near-field intensity of the LSP:
For GNS and GNR established analytical solutions for the electric field exist 10 and the calculation of equation (5) is straight forward. The weighting factor is subsequently given by the ratio of the near-field weighted polyelectrolyte volume,ܸ ௬ ᇱ , to the total near-field weighted volume (polyelectrolyte plus air),ܸ ௧௧ ᇱ , around the particle:
With this simple approach we were able to accurately reproduce the central wavelength of the LSP for different film thicknesses. Although we could find an approximate analytical solution of the problem yielding the same result, we show the results of numerical integration of equation (5). We calculated the effective dielectric function of the environment of partly covered GNS and GNR. The integral in (5) has to be evaluated in principle from the particle-surface to infinity. We limited the numerical evaluation to an upper bound corresponding to d sat .
Calculations for slightly greater volumes showed that the weighting factor did not change anymore beyond this point. All input parameters are either listed in or can be calculated from the values in table 1. The calculation assumes an adjusted real-part of εAu ( Figure 5 ) inferred from the measured values for fully polymer-embedded GNS and for GNS emerged in distilled water. Figure 8 shows the results of the calculation for GNSs and GNRs, respectively (straight lines). Indeed, using the corrected ε GNS and ε GNR (Figure 5b ) and the measured ε poly (Figure 5a ), the calculated shift ∆λ reproduced the measurements very well. For an accurate fit of the initial wavelength, one has to take into account that also the uncovered particles are sunken into the material (see AFM measurements Figure 3 and table 1).
Conclusions
In conclusion, in this perspectives article we discussed the fabrication and optical properties of ultrathin goldnanocomposite films. We described the preparation of nanocomposite samples, based on gold nano-spheres and nano-rods, by spin-assisted layer-by-layer as a low-cost, ultra-robust fabrication technique and discussed the advantages and pitfalls of this approach. We confirmed that the dielectric function of gold nanoparticles differs from the dielectric function of bulk gold. Moreover, we demonstrated that the effective interaction range of nanoparticles can be determined by the successive covering of these particles with polyelectrolyte layers. The careful assessment of the nanostructures by various experimental techniques allowed us to verify the application of the Maxwell-Garnet effective medium theory to particles in a two-phase environment. By weighting the dielectric functions of both environment materials, polymer and air, with the near field intensity, we were able to accurately reproduce the observed plasmon shift. The techniques for the preparation and investigation of nanocomposites discussed in this article are by no means limited to the materials and particles introduced here, but rather can be applied to all kinds of nanocomposite systems. The rapid and reproducible fabrication of such nanolayers may be easily transferred to other physico-chemical laboratories, where the selfconsistent evaluation may be extended to many other nanoscale systems with exciting optical properties. Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics
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